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Overview

 The Villa Alma  is a rare jewel situated in an enchanting location specially
protected from the wind, overlooking the Aegean Sea and the colourful
sunsets above the sacred island of Delos. The privileged area of
??Aleomandra offers the privacy that our exclusive guests seeking, as well
as, the convenience of being just a few kilometres from the cosmopolitan
city of Mykonos (4km) and only 1.5km from the exclusive Ornos beach.

This exquisite lodge covering an area of  ??630 sqm  is one of the mostunique and exclusive villas in Mykonos, offering everything a luxury villa cando.<o:p></o:p>
 <o:p></o:p>

The Master House: <o:p></o:p>
 <o:p></o:p>

The architecture of the property is an amazing combination of traditional
Mykonian architecture and contemporary aesthetics.<o:p></o:p>

The house is surrounded by a very spacious white marble terrace and alovely infinity pool. Various terraces and relaxation areas embrace theproperty. In the pool area, the beautiful marble deck with comfortablesun-chairs promises relaxing mornings; the two spacious outdoor dining and BBQ areas are perfect for cocktail parties and open-airdinners.<o:p></o:p>
The cosy living room is decorated with elegant and modern white furniture.
The living room combines an open-plan kitchen and a formal dining room
with large windows and balconies overlooking the pool and the sea, offering
panoramic views of the Aegean even indoors.<o:p></o:p>

Two en-suite double bedrooms are on the ground floor. The upper floor has
a master bedroom and two twin bedrooms, all with private bathrooms and a
private terrace<o:p></o:p>

 <o:p></o:p>

The Guesthouses: <o:p></o:p>
 <o:p></o:p>

Two guesthouses are located below the pool, accessible by side stairs. The
first one has a kitchen, a bathroom, a double bedroom and a living room,
while the other is equipped with a bathroom, a double bedroom and a small
but elegant living room.<o:p></o:p>

Another host area is located at the entrance of the villa and facilitates a
king-size bed with a private bathroom, also offering, unobstructed Aegean
views and spectacular sunset sceneries.<o:p></o:p>

Overall, we are proud to state that "The Villa Alma" is a triumph of supreme
luxury <o:p></o:p>



Amenities & Services

 Guests enjoy 24 hour concierge and reception services, private
housekeeping, private butler, private chef on request (extra charge), as well
as use of the award winning Spa which includes indoor pool, gym, Turkish
hammam as well as numerous relaxing, and rejuvenating spa treatments
(all guests of the villa benefit from a special discount for all treatments).
Furthermore, guests can make use of the sunbeds and umbrellas at the
private beach.After all The Magnificent Villa Sunset is not just a house, it’s
an experience. Villa Alma is an exceptional and rare jewel on the beautiful
island of Mykonos. It is located in Aleomandra area, a magnificent, first-rate
location facing the famous island Delos and its colorful sunsets.

<o:p></o:p>


